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Panelists promote diversity awareness
by Jennifer LeVan
Editor In Chief

"It is with firsthand knowledge
that I say how people value diversity here at Conn," said Tamara
Michel, a 1990 graduate of Conn
who will serve as director of Unity
house this year.
Michel introduced a panel of student members who had agreed to
discuss their personal experiences
with diversity and multiculturalism
both on campus and off. "The students here are very brave to volunteer to share their experiences with
you," said Michel.
Sophomore Shelofiam Payne

was the first panelist to speak on her
experiences as a African-American. She expressed her frustration
when people approach her and assume that she can collectively represent the entire African race. She
read a poem she wrote titled
"America."
Payne suggested that one way to
ease her frustration as well as the
frustration of her entire race at being stereotyped would be to get
more majority culture students involved with multicultural clubs and
issues. Payne said, "We need to
educate the majority students in
order to make a difference."
Jose Pena, also a sophomore,

Faculty members selected to
fill associate dean position
by Jennifer LeVan
Editor in Chief

The full time position of associate dean of the faculty has been
restructured and divided among
four faculty members who have
been selected to share the responsibilities of the former position and
will serve as part-time associate
deans. John P. Anthony, professor
of music, Marion E. Doro, Dirk t.D.
Held, and Alex Hybel have been
selected to fill the four positions of
part-time associate deans of the faculty.
The restructuring of the position
was worked out by Stephen
Loomis, provost and dean of the
faculty, who consulted Claire
"Gaudiani, president of the college,
and the Faculty Student Steering
Committee when making the final
decision.
Both Loomis and Gaudiani said
thattherestructuring of the position
has been discussed for quite a
while.Loomis said, "Its been something we've been talking about for
a few years."
The four faculty members will
continue teaching a normal 3:2
courseload, in which professors
teach three courses one semester

and two the other semester, which
will count as their service requirement as members of the faculty.
However, Loomis said they would
receive ~n extra stipend which
would aid them in their research.
Loomis said the responsibilities
of an associate dean will be approximately ten hours a week.
Anthony's role as an associate
dean revol yes around faculty development, including the administration of the R.F. Johnson Faculty
Development Fund. Also, grants,
fellowships and sponsored programs as well as faculty annual reports and office assignments.
Anthony will also serve as a
member of the Provost Council and
chair the Academic and Administrative Procedures Committee. Anthony was unable to be reached for
comment.
Held views one of his goals as
associate dean as "expanding the
opportunities for students to do research with faculty support and collaboration." Held, responsible for
teaching and student research,
stresses the need for technological
development, especially the use of
more advanced computer systems.
Held will aid in the development
of the curriculum through his ad-

Accident takes life of student
A tragic bicycle accident took the life of a Connecticut College
sophomore late lhi" summer.
Sulin Ma, originally from China and living in the Bronx, New York
with her parents, was involved with CCASA, MSSC, and The College
Voice during her tenure at Connecticut College.
Catherine Woodllrooks, dean of student life, said, "Something like
this is devastating to a community
as closeknit as this and everybody
who knew Sulin spoke of her as a
gentle, bright young woman. She
will be greatly missed here. She
had a real gentle spirit"
A memorial service is scheduled
for this Thursday at 4:30 in the
chapel. If you are interested in
speaking at the ceremony, contact
Chaplain Steve Schmidt.

ties have feelings also, and even if it
is harder for him to focus on writing
a term paper, it doesn't make him or
anyone else with learning disabilities less of a person. According to
Petta. those who do have learning
disabilities should not be ashamed
or embarrassed, because they are
just as important as anyone else.

spoke about his experiences having ADD, Attention DefIcitDisorder. Pena related that it has always
been hard for him to focus on
things such as schoolwork, but
never knew what the problem was
until he went to the Writing Center
here at Conn. Petta believed he might have had
dyslexia, and spent eight hours
testing for it at the Writing Center.
After testing negatively for dyslexia, Pena was later diagnosed
with ADD.
"If you know someone who has
a disability, just treat them like a
human," said Pena. He stressed the
fact that people who have disabili-

ministering of the InteUectual
Venture Capital Fund. According
to Held, this fund was created a few
years ago in order to "support innovative classroom projects." Held
cited the Mimic program of several
years

ago as an example

of a

project which included a stipend
for studentresearch.
Held also will encourage more
honors programs as an associate
dean, but said that honors programs are not always feasible for
all departments because of their
varying sizes. However, Held said,
"The goal is to include students in
honors work."
As a member of the Technological Support Committee, Held will
push the issueof technological advancement. This committee exists
to survey the technological advances of the college, including
.the phone system and the networking of computers. One of his main
issues is "to avoid creating the
technology gap in which you have
people who are comfortable using
computers, and those who are not."
"Change in general education or
the way we teach requires that we
look at the way education develops
as part of the experience and training we have," said Doro, who will
concentrate on curricular development as an associate dean.
Doro prefers not to call herself a
leader, but rather a participant in
the endeavor to change general
education requirements as well as
develop international initiatives
for students and faculty. Doro will
attend meetings of the Educational
Planning Committee.
As far as general education is
concerned, Dora believes that
change resides in the hands of the
faculty who are currently at the
college and their experiences and
ideas. She feels that the college
must look to the people who are
participating in education in order
to see what changes are possible.

Karen Gillen, a senior, followed
Pena's presentation with her expe-

riences as a white American
woman. "One of the hardest things
for me to do on this campus is
setting boundaries: said Gillen,
who spoke of three boundaries she
views on this campus.
See Students. p, 3
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Robert Hampton, dean of the college, will be siUing in on SGA executive
board meeungs, as well as Student-1'rustee L\a\son Comm\t\ee meet\ngs.

Hampton to attend SGA
Executive Board meetings
increase the efficiency of the meetings.
News Edltor
Dhall commented on the incluSaveena Dhall, president of the sion of Hampton in the meetings
with Gaudiani. Said Dhall, "It
Student Government Association,
announced at last Thursday's As- could make things more efficient.
sembly meeting that Robert Hamp- and open the lines of communicaton, Dean of the college, would take tion. We are open to trying this. We
part in meetings that the SGA execu- can review it later if it doesn't seem
to be going well."
tive board has with President
"We now have the opportunity to
Gaudiani,
Claire Gaudiani, president of the include Dean Hampton, and possibly Dean WoodBrooks, to answer
college, commented on thechanges,
and said, "These [meetings with the questions and help us take action
executive board] started as very in- effectively. Over the last few years,
formal meetings that became more if [Hampton or Wood Brooks] had
formal over the years. We had never been sitting there [during meetings]
we would have been able to' ask
meant to exclude [Hampton]."
Gaudiani continued, saying, "We them questions and go forward,"
started having these meetings when said Dhall.
Gaudiani brought the inclusion
1 first became president in order to
insure that the SGA executive board of Dean Hampton into focus, saywould be engaged in the contribu- ing that this move toward greater
tion and development of new ideas, efficiency comes at an especially
and also as en opportunity to brain- important time, since this is a year
when the college community must
storm together:'
According to Gaudiani, she and create another five-year Strategic
the SGA executive board had been Plan.
"Everyone's time will be conconsidering these changes forquitea
while. She emphasized that the in- sumed by other things," said
clusion of Hampton is intended to Gaudiani.
by April Ondis

Index:

A&E pp, 11&13
Acoustic Junction livens
up Orientation Week

Comics p.12
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Sports p.1S

~

Men's soccer looks forward to a good season

See Faculty p. 3
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VIEWPOINT/CONNTHOUGHT
A new year, a new motto
Tradition and Innovallon. HellJ1land. Make freedom ring.
With the coming of each IlP' academic year It seems th~
tollege adopts a new motto. Tradition and Innovation pav~
the way for a new phone system, stronger science programs, a
'3
• :2coursdoad, ne\vathletlcfaclllties,andan improvedstuden~'
center. Altho~h there were a number of pitfa lIs along the
'such as overcrowded classrooms and a year without a student
center, the i:Ollegecan /lOW attract better facultY'811dhas a
'renewed dedication to programs like need-blind admissions. '
In the midst of budget restructuring ~, year,many proi
(grams and offerings were.deemed.heartland;
vital to thever,
[essence and soul of Connecticut CoJ1eg~.Again. ilitre wen!
'draWbacks,
SUChas
the- closingof
the Deli in ".'I('.B.l\n.dJee~
fot
~_ - - ','
-- - ;_---.. :,,-~\. ''-'.:'. - -:m
)c~mpus parktng, but. t~e COllegialproce~!J,ej~:tt.~~~'e~2

CONNThought/ Viewpoint will
once again love your submissions

way;

Welcome and welcome back to
another year at Connecticut College,
The ConnThought
and Viewpoint pages of The College Voice
are dedicated as a forum for the
college to express their opinions
through a medium which reaches
all ends of the community.
Over the past years, these pages
have been an active part in raising
lmb out o"ta ~l,.sIDl,lIlOn d~llt. "'" ,,'":""":01,'
,J",",'
issues in the college
¥, Tl\ls yellr, Otlthe;lllth annl ver$ad ofThemai(bllit,W:''' hlir~ significant
<:"
,_,' ,_;,c- ,-'- ..
' ":~'-""":""
..
: . "0-"
.. :_,., .~:::'"
,.. ',', -:'~::.:':':"-""':..
:::::,~,.",:-:
.. -,- .... >:,,>:<~,~<-:-»:';'''*'?:
..:: g.:;:
community.
I(on,Pres! dimt Claire Oalltnanl ba~adoptea[)r .M:aiJliitbth~
The ConnThought
pages are
dedicated to community responses
to issues that The College Voice
raises while the Viewpoint pages

f

<h",:",,#'1#.

arc for opinions on issues at large.
There are many issues of importance to us all here, ranging from
ones effecting residential life to
ones of national/international inter-

est
We are all part of a community
which cares greatly about the issues
which go on around us and we certainly hold a diverse range ofopinions on these issues.
These page are meant for the
community to have an opportunity
to address issues of importance on
an intellectual level and is not a
forum for personal attacks.
Letters should ususally address

an article or issue raised in the previous week's newspaper.
Please take advantage of this opportunity and please submit opinion pieces toThe College Voice
office in Room 215 the CrozierWilliams Student Center or to Box
4970 on 31/4" disks by Wednesday
at 5 P,M. Submissions are limited
to 750 words and we reserve to edit
for clarity and do not guarantee
publication.
We look forward to hearing from
you.
Brett .l.Ootdstcln
CONNThoughtlViewpoint

Editor

Top Ten Reasons to leave Conn College
10, You thought you were going to OConn.
9, You have a thing against Saabs.
8, You're ashamed to be a Camel.
7, You have a better use for $25,000.
6, Conn would be great if it weren't for having to go to class,
5, You're not someone who "makes freedom ring:'
4, "Nuisance to the college community" describes your way of life,
3, We believed the view book and were sadly disappointed,
2, No liquor sales after 8 p,m.
Special
L Harris,

John Mozena
to the College Voice

Note to our readers:
This first issue of The College
covering
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G_raphic by Kalhy Burdelle

NEWS
Despite the heat and humidity, the President's
assembly inspires the freshman class to succeed
by Jennifer LeVan
Editor In Chief

Heat and humidity pervaded
Palmer auditorium as the Freshman
Class of 1997 awaited
the
President's Assembly this past orientation week.
Robert Hampton, dean of the college, lightened the mood of the incoming freshmen, anxious 10begin
. their planned orientation activities,
by first commenting on the weather
before mentioning the "importance
of getting involved in and making a
difference in a community," and
then introducing Claire Gaudiani,
president of the college.
After welcoming the freshman
class to her own alma mater,
Gaudiani
introduced
Grisell
Hodge, the interim dean of freshman. Hodge will ijll in for Dean
Louise Brown during her sabbatical year. Hodge, also a Conn graduate is the former director of Unity
House.
Hodge described the freshman
classas "438 bright and exceptional
students,' and referred to the fact
that though freshman year can be
difficult, there were at least 140
advisors present in the room who

spent endless hours planning to
ease their transition.
Hodge said of her freshman experience, "It did not matter whether
or not I succeeded, there were
many people there to make sure I
did,"
According to Hodge, the Class of .
1997 is coming 10 Conn at a dynamic time. She stressed the need to
"integrate the pursuit of intellectual
knowledge with a commitment 10
moral knowledge," as well as the
importance of tradition and culture.
Conn is changing and expanding
according to Hodge, who cited the
upcoming Center for Conservation
and Biological Studies and the new
5 year Strategic Plan as new dynamic initiatives. Also, the Olin
Science Center, which will open for
the 1994-95 school year, will concentrale all intensive courses and
labs in one place and create a place
for students to do research."
Hodge also referred 10 the construction of the Tansill Black Box
theater, which will "open many
windows of opportunity for students interested in theater," and the
Civil Rights Symposium which
will be held at Conn in the fall of
1994.

Hodge illustrated the uniqueness
of the freshman class as she recounted how they [tiled out their
surveys upon entering the college.
The people the freshmen most admire are their families, educators,
friends, writers such as Maya
Angelou, Gabriel Garcia-Marquez,
and Elie Wiesel, and athletes such
as Larry Bird and Michael Jordan.
They most admire people who are
successful as they try to make a
difference in the nation.
Many of the freshmen want 10be
performers such as dancers, rock
stars, comedians, dancers and writers, and others seek 10 become
multi-lingual in order to bridge the
gap between cullures. According to
Hodge, two of the freshman "aspired to be the ruler of the world."
Five leaders of the new world
order also make up the Class of
1997, as well as many future presidents, two of them female, and one
inventor of the largest Lego piece.
Hodge said, "Simply put, you [the
freshman class] want to be the
best." She added, "When you aim,
you aim high and we expect you

people they always wanted to be.
She told them their values would be
confirmed and challenged and that
they should "take the challenge and
dive in."
"Conn is unique. It has given me
the opportunity to grow as an individual as well as pan of a community," said Saveena Dhall, president of SGA, who followed
Hodge's presentation during the
assembly. Dhall cited her involve-

ment in clubs and organizations

such as SGA and OVCS starting as
a freshman as imponantto her position on campus. "This involvement
became a vehicle for any future
involvement," said Dhall.
Dhall encouraged the class of
1997 10 become involved in campus activities and organizations in
order to fully experience life at
Conn, and challenged them to rise
to their fullest potential.
Addressing the parents of the
freshman class and some of their
reluctance
to leave,
Claire
Gaudiani said, "We do not have
enough space to keep you in the
dorms." She added, "I am the Dean
of Parents. Enough said."
to."
Gaudiani focused on the struggle
Hodge encouraged the freshmen
to be the best and become the to overcome obstacles in the world

in order to spread freedom, citing
the dilemma of studenlS in Moscow, the struggle of Martin Luther
KingJr. and the Civil Rights Movement, as well as the end of commur.isrn in East Germany and the learing down of the Berlin wall.
"You have one goal for your liberal arts education, and that is to be
people who make freedom ring,"
said Gaudiani. She said that Conn
students have a responsibility to the
people of this world, as she spoke of
civic virtue in our pluralistic democracy.
Gaudiani also addressed the 80
year old honor code, which is student run and student managed.
Gaudiani said, "You are not living
an ivory LOwerhere. You have
nothing 10 adjust to when you go
out into the world."
Encouraging the freshmen to
make their mark on the college
Gaudiani said of their education al
Conn, "Shape it, Maake it truly dif·
ferent because you were here."
Challenging the freshmen 10
meet their fullest potential while
being compassionate
and just,
Gaudiani said, "Bring the world up
10 your level, and in doing that you
will make freedom ring."

in

Students question panel members and later discuss in
small groups issues of diversity and multiculturalism
vide me into what you want me to
_ Oontinued from p.l
be."
First, Gillen feels that being
"What I want people to do is 10
called a girl instead of a woman is
demeaning, as "I! really makes you try to understand my religion," said
just unequal." Gillen also dislikes John Guzman, who related his exthe stereotype that women 'are less periences as a Jew.
Mostof his friends were not Jewaggressive as well as the fact that
.
ish
when he was growing up, and he
people do not always respect her
related
that during his childhood
personal space.
years
most
of his classmates would
Gillen,
the chair
of the
Everywomyn's Center also related not give as much merit to Jewish
that she should not have to live by holidays and did not understand
when he would miss a day of class
other people's standards. Gillen
said "What is harassing me is for a religious holiday.
Guzman-stressed
that people
people who tell me I can't." In closing, Gillen encouraged people 10 should not be ignorant and should
learn about each other in order 10 question him about his religion in
order to better understand him and
respect each other.
Germaine Garcia spoke of her others of the Jewish faith, the president of Chavurah is always willing
experiences as being both AfroAmerican and Hispanic and attend- to educate others about his religion
in order 10 better inform the coming predominantly white schools.
munity.
She stressed the fact that she
Gail Sulser grew up with a single
wanted to be able 10 relate 10 all
divorced
mother on welfare, and
cultures and that "even though we
spoke
of
her
experiences growing
have different traditions, cultures
and beliefs, we can still coexist up not knowing whether or not she
was going to have enough money to
without changing."
As a result of her attempt to fa- eat the next day.
"When you leave this campus
mil iarize herself with other cultures
and races, Garcia said, "I'm able to and get out into the real world,
react, get along with anyone as long you'll run into.a different set of
as they don't offend me in any people ... some of these people
you'll turn away from," said Sulser.
way."
She stressed that some of the
Garcia would be offended if
people she has known who have
people force her to chose between
being Afro-American
and His- had little money, were some of the
hardest working people she has
panic.
known.
In her poem entitled "The
"They didn't get where they are
Struggle," Garcia said, "Don't di-

because they weren't willing to
work."
Anissa Nouhi, an international
student from Italy said, "If we were
all the same, we would be boring."
The reason Nouhi came to Conn
was to experience the differences in
culture, and even though "by the
first semester [she] started really
hating this country" she was able to
meet new friends and succeed in a
new environment
Nouhi, a member of ATLAS, a
club for International students, encouraged all students to learn about
other cultures in order to better understand themselves.
David Song, who was born in
Seoul, Korea and later moved to the
United States, had his first racial
experience when he was in fourth
grade and a classmate called him a
"chink:'

"A lot of it is indirect racism,"
said Song, who believes that people
don't always realize that comments
such as that hurt, "There's a lot of
exclusion going on, and I know you
guys don't mean it or anything. I
don't know if its a white bonding
thing or what,"
Rebecca Chartrand spoke about
her experiences as a non-drinkeron
a college campus. Chartrand, a
member of S.A.F.E., Students for
an Alcohol Free Environment, said
"We'¥e proven that you can be
silly without being under the influence of anything."
. "Don't be afraid 10say no," said

Chartrand, who encouraged stu- fortable unless she was doing what
dents 10stay true 10themselves and was right for her as an individual,
not feel obligated to drink at parties.
A member of Alliance, a club for
She told the freshman to do what gays and lesbians on campus,
they feel most comfonable doing, Tucker said, "At college here I
and if they don't want to drink, that haven't faced any discrimination,
is as acceptable as if they wanted 10 but that is not how it is in the re
drink.
world."
Erica Tucker, the last student on
After the panelists spoke, the au
the panel 10 speak, said her family diencehad the opportunity toques
didn't believe her when she told tion them, after which they split u
them she was dating another girl.
into small groups 10furtherdiscu
Butshe.didnotashamedbecause
- issues
of
diversity
she knew she could not feel com- multiculturalism.

Four faculty members will share the
responsibilities of associate dean positio
.

.

Conlinue.dJrom J!.

According to Doro.the key 10change in a general education plan is"
making sweeping changes and changing everything." However, s
believes that our education must meet the growing needs of toda
ommunity, and uses an analogy of a manual typewriter compared
Macintosh Powerbook: both do the job, but the typewriter "doesn't s
for our needs now."
At the moment, Doro is concentrating on exchange programs abro
orking with Linda Sitea of the development office. She hopes to g
upport for her initiatives from government grants,
All in all, Doro believes that general education is "not something
an wave a magic wand over," and views her position as associate dean as
member of a collaborative effort for change.
Hybel will serve as an associate dean dealing with the administration in
the fields of faculty hiring and recruiting. He will work closely with the
epartrnent chairs and administration as he sets up new orientation and
entoring programs for faculty, ,
Hybel will siton the Graduate Studies Committee and the Continuing
ducation Committee. Also responsible for faculty housing assignments,
Hybel will provide secretarial assistance 10the faculty . Hybel could not be
ched for comment.
. :""ccording toLoomis, the restructuring of the associate dean position is
new'initiative, it will be reevaluated again after a year or two•
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NEWS
Gaudiani to remain president of alma mater
despite offer from Florida University
Gaudiani, Catanese cited her work
on the NCAA's Presidents Commission. and stated that Gaudiani is
"one of the outstanding young
presidents in the country."
Because the University of South
Florida is bound by so-called "Sunshine Laws," any documents related to the University's presidential search are open to public in-

position earlier this summer. Under
laws penaining to the presidential
search of the State University System of Florida, anyone is eligible to
nominate a candidate, or to apply
for the position themselves.
Gaudiani was nominated by Anthony Catanese,
president of
Florida Atlantic University.
In his letter of nomination of

April Dadls
News Editor

Claire Gaudiani, president of the
college, was nominated to be the
president of the University of South
Florida on Jul y 7.
The Presidential Search Advisory committee to the Florida
Board of Regents advertised for the

spection. As a result, as soon as
Gaudiani was nominated, a newspaper in Tampa, Florida, and its
local sister newspaper, the New
London Day, picked up the story.
Gaudiani received notification of
her nomination on August 11, and

declined on August 24, saying,
"My years as president have been
very busy and productive, but there

Summer reading program provides
common ground for incoming students
by Aly McKnight
Ma:u.glng Editor

It seems that even the most mel-

low, relaxing summer vacation can
be given a bit of a jolt by the first
trickle of Connecticut College
"back-to-school" mail. One of the
earliest arrivals is, of course, the
summer reading list, a cruel reminder that summers are never as

long as they should be.
Fortunately, the list represents a
great deal of time and effon on the
part of the Summer Reading Committee, a group of faculty, staff and
students, who try to choose works
that are simultaneously enlighten:ng and interesting.
This year's list comprises four
books: And Still I Rise, by Maya
Angelou, Dawn, by Elie Weisel,
Maus, by An Spiegelman, and Silent Spring, by Rachel Carson. The
subjects range from a night inside
the mind of a Jewish terrorist to the
effect of pesticides on the environ-

In the groups, students were encouraged to talk about their impressions of the books, and to discuss
their themes and connections to the
society of the present
Said freshman Scott McDowell,
who read three out of the four
books, "I think they picked the
books for a reason - they have a
similar direction."
"I think the purpose is to give
students the opportunity to be exposed to ideas they mightotherwise
not encounter," said first-year student Suzanne Maben.
Some students feel, however,
that the diversity of the selection.
could be broader.
"I think that if you're interested
in the subjects, [the summer reading program] is good. A lot of
times. the subjects aren't what
peeple are interested in. It doesn't
belp you if you're not interested,"
commented sophomore David
Cousineau.

lege stage this fall.
In Maus, a comic book format
illustrates Jewish existence in Poland during the Holocaust. Although the use of comic book style
initially seems a bit odd for such a
grave subject, it soon becomes apparent that the seemingly innocent
presentation only serves to emphasize the horror of the situation.
Silent Spring exposes the effects
of pesticides on the environment
after World War II,exploring environmental issues that are still relevant today.
However, the books were obviously chosen with a central theme
in mind; all challenge detrimental
aspects of society which most
peeple would prefer to ignore or
forget. sIn addition to reading the selected works, freshmen were required to attend a discussion group
about one of the books, led by faculty members.

ment,

And Still I Rise, by the author of I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, is

Said freshman Jessica Gadeken,
"I liked Maus, ... the discussion
group Iwent to was good. Iliked it."
"All in all, itgivesstudents something to talk about. It gives you the
ability to converse with your classmates about a common ground,"
said freshman Tanya SandbergDirnent.
"Yeah," quipped another student. "Like, 'Did you do the summer reading?' 'No.'"

are still a number of exciting
projects that must be completed."
She cited the Center for International Studies and the Liberal Arts,
and the Center for Conservation
Biology and Environmental Studies as "exciting projects."
Gaudiani said that this is not the
first nomination for the presidency
of another institution that she has
received. "I've been hit with about
five or six of these since I've been
here." According LO Gaudiani, two
universities, and four "top twenty
liberal arts colleges" have sought
her application for the presidency
of their institutions.
"My answer is always the same.
My primary commitment is to my
alma mater," said Gaudiani.
Gaudiani emphasized that such
nominations demonstrate the high
estimation which other institutions
have of Connecticut College. "It's a
sign that some of the things that we
want to have happen, for people to
notice Connecticut College, have
taken place, and other people want
some of that to happen [at their
institution]," said Gaudiani.

NOW OPEN
Mystic's Army Navy Store
DowntownMvsuc
•
~'~
'_It ".
Army & Nl;lyYlsurplus clothing
berets - hats - daypacks - belts - flight jackets
•

Mon - Sat 10 - 6
12 - 5
Sunday

536 - 1877

2 Steamboat Wharf

Office of Volunteers for Community Service

a book of poems about the strength
and beauty of the human spirit.
Dawn is the story of a Jewish
terrorist struggling with his conscience over whether or not to kill
an enemy whom he has come to
know and respect. Dawn will be
presented on the Connecticut Col-
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NEWS
Goodwin becomes newest addition
to the office of residential life
work is if the students are truly housefeUows and I'm going to he
leaders like they say ... ,"said advising the house governors ...
CONr-..'ThoughtlVlcwpoint Editor
sometimes there has been confu- a
Goodwin.
However as her time here pro- sian as to what their roles are re- ~
Kristine Cyr Goodwin has joined
sponsibilities are and I think they ~
the Connecticut College commu- gressed, Goodwin lost her skeptiare a very important facet of the ~
nity replacing Danell Gill as direc- cism.
" ... As my day went on I kept whole environment and commutor of residential life.
nity building," she said.
~ 11
Goodwin, former resident direc- meeting studentleadcr after student
Goodwin intends to make herself J1
leader
and
the
thing
that
stood
out
in
tor at University of Massachusetts
very accessible to the student body.
Kristine Cyr Goodwin will act as director or resldentlal lile.
my mind the most, the reason I Although she concedes that she will Goodwin said, "I think it all comes
(Lowell) joined the administration
living in doubles which are single
over the past summer and became decided to come here, was because
never he able he able to please ev- back to thc honor code. The onus occupancy ... I will also he watchthe newest addition to the office of of the interest the students have in eryone, she does promise to always and the responsibility is on the stu- ing the numbers very closely and
their own environment, the fact that he "open, honest, and direct"
dent and it's on students to act re- consulting with Dean Woodbrooks
student life.
Goodwin, a native of Lowell, students truly want to be a part of
"Sometimes when my best isn't
sponsibly. I guess that only thing and Aileen Boyle with the
Massachusetts, received her BA in decision-making, that they truly enough is when people will be un- that I hope gets enough attention is' registrar's office," she said.
political science and psychology at care about what is happening
happy but I think at that point it is thatitisokaytohesubstanec[reeor
Goodwin also commented on
Westfield State College, and her around them and they are willing to beyond my control. But I will al- that there arc alternatives to aleo- tryingtopreventfreshmenrooming
take responsibility to make sure ways try to give people options. . . hoI. Ialso hope that these don't get with upperclassmen.
MA in Educational Administration
things happen," she said.
I'll always try to do my very best called alternatives. Sometimes we
"I can't say that it won't [hapfrom the University of MassachuGoodwin prefers the environand that's all I can really promise,"
assume that alcohol is the main pen]. But I can say I'll do my best so
sells (LowelL)
she said.
focus," she said.
it doesn't I don't think that is an
According to Dean of Student ment here to that of the University
of Massacnuseus (Lowell).
In regard to the.new smoking
"I think it is important that people optimal living arrangement. I find it
Life Catherine
WoodBrooks,
"I came from the two schools policy, Goodwin claims to be think of the consequences thattheir
far from optimal," she said.
Goodwin "was selected from a pool
where
students were interested but empathetic toward smokers.
choicesmaybringandifthey'rcnot
Goodwin concluded by talking
of over one hundred candidates as a
"As someone who used to ready to take those consequences
about her husband Bruce and her 3result of a national search," she they didn't do anything about it,
where they were so busy and got smoke, I understand the inconve- then don't do it," she added.
year-old son Kyle. Goodwin consaid.
nience ... I empathize with people
Goodw in hopes to avert a siders herself to be very familyUpon first interviewing for the caught up in stuff that sometimes.
.. it was all in words, but in action who are smoking and feeling like rcpition of the housing crunch that oriented.
position at Connecticut, Goodwin
they didn't assume the leadership
maybe that [the new smoking
happened last year with returning
"Ifeelthat'spartofmeandifl'm
was skeptical.
policy] is unfair or being stifled or students who took the first semester
going to ask students and people to
"I can remember as I first started responsibilities," said Goodwin.
Goodwin's initial agenda is one whatnot but I also find it good that off.
get to know me and if I'm going to
hearing about the honor code and
of
community building and house they arc able to smoke in their own
"Some of my goals arc to he sure' ask them to share who they arc as a
all of the different facets of Conrooms," she said.
we utilize our rooms to the best person, I think it's important that I
necticut Co1\ege I can remember interaction.
"I think so far my philosophy has
being 3 hit skeptical at first. The
Regarding the a\eohof po\ic~, callacity.lhollctonothavel'COllle
dothesarne:' she said.
been to work very closely with the
only way that this could possibly
.
by Brett Goldstein
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With these, you
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can save for years. can save right now:
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Color Classic· 4/80, Buiu-in 10"
Calor Monilor and Apple Ke;l>oard /I.

Apple Macintosh
Thai penny jar on YOllr dresser

. Now,you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh' per,
sonal computers, Youcan also get special student fmancing with the
Apple' Computer Loan' - to make owning a Mac' even easier. 10 see

tc fl/4/OO, Apple Basic
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Hamilton House, Lower Level
Ruth Seeley at x2090, Mon.- Fri. 12:00·4:00
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NEWS
New financial form helps middle
income students qualify for aid
The incoming freshmen classstatistically resembles the Class of
19%, but innovations in financial
aid helped more students from
middle income families to rnatriculate this year.
According to Claire Matthews,
vice president

10 come to us because I
don't believe that it's in the best
interest of the college," Matthews
said.
In this class there are 57 students
of color, who make up thirteen percent of the class. In fact, for the last

students

by Jon Annfmore
Publisher

for admissions

and

planning, there were 3,035 applications for the class of 1997, down
from 3,139 last year. A total of
1,547 students were admitted, for
an acceptance rate of 52 percent, up
from the 48 percent rate last year.
According to U.S. News and
World Report, Connecticut College acceptance rate ranks twentieth amongst over 150 national liberal arts colleges (schools that give
forty percent or more of degrees in
the liberal arts).
Last year, the college reduced its
target class size from 450 students
to 435 students, and a total of 438
first year students arrived last Saturday. Of these students, 257 are
women and 181 are men, for a 5842 ratio, up from last year's 54-46
ratio.
There are only eleven Sykes
Scholars in this class, (freshman
who scored at least 1250 on the
Scholastic Aptitude Tests, were in
the top ten percent of their high
school class and displayed academic distinction), down from 20
last year. Sykes Scholars are so designated upon admittance to the college.
Last year, in an attempt to lure
more of these student to ConnecticuI College, a $3,000 stipend was
offered to Sykes Scholars for summer internships. Students reacted
negatively to this idea, disagreeing
with the idea of merit scholarships,
and the plan was pulled this year.
Each year 165 Sykes Scholarsare
adm itted on average, and Matthews
explained, 'There is keen competition for these students and our unwillingness to [offer some perks]
means we're going to lose these
students."

In an attempt to draw top students
here, Matthews foresees the college
offering some form of perks to
these students, such as merit scholarships, paid internships, priority
registration, or better dorm rooms.
"We can't just sit here waiting for

six years, Lhe incoming

freshman

class has numbered 57, 57, 57, 56,
55, and 57 freshmen of color, a fact
Matthews labeled "frustratingly
consistent."

The class consists of 21 AfricanAmericans,
14 Hispanics, 22
Asian-Americans, and 8.6 percent
international students. There were
406 minority applications for this
class, up from 299 for the Class of
1993, a 35 percent increase. The
number of acceptances has increased 31 percent, from 198 for the
Class of 1993 to 261 this year.
Mauhews estimated that if the
matriculation

rate increased

at the

same pace as the acceptance rate,
this class would be 17 percent students of color. "Competition is just
really very strong. We're doing our
best," she said.
_
An innovation in the Financial
Aid office permitted a larger percentage of freshman to qualify for

financial aid. Instead of using a
national Financial Aid Form, the
college developed its own FAF.
Mauhews explained that the new
form does a "more sensitive job"
of determining a family's need for
aid. A drop in the number of students matriculating from income
groups between $50,000 and
$80,000 made the college "ask
more questions and try to understand the circumstances of these
families. The traditional form
doesn't serve that income group
very well."
"As a result, more students were
able to demonstrate need and we
were able to offer more students
financial aid," said Matthews.
Elaine Solinga, director of financial aid, said approximately
205 students are on financial aid in
the Class of 1997.
The average SAT score for this
year's class dropped to 1160,
down from 11 70 for the Class of
19% and 1180 for the classes of
1994 and 1995. However, more
students took Advanced Placement tests, with III freshman receiving fours and fives on APs,
which cams them college credit

Lynne sali~,p/~kec;:>~i.i<;t;;~!i~~~~gKf~~I~ll\
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SAC Welcomes The
Class of '97 and
Welcomes Back
Sophomores, Juniors
and Seniors!
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Thursday, September 9th
·DerryBerry and Alagiaconcert,
Library Amphitheater.
tee made a presentation about their workon the pro&ntm;";;;~tcK;:
:will lake place from January 17-21;allowingsltidentSlO~i§i(
"QearlyIrom
Januarybreak in orderto lake part iiliipecililset!iliiJlri;
coordinated by students oncampus. UXl studeli~wm
Q,/ in each of three seminars: publiC speaking and c6mmuniCiili6i:r+
~ skills, teamwork skills and multiculwral relations.and itegoua~
tions and resolutions. All three groups will sPeaJC'inlilltlY
Oc~ber in ord~r to gain feedback from the collegecoirimun~t)';
r '" but mterested students can contact the committee at extension ,.
...., 2319.
C'.J The Assembly passed proposal. #2, sponsored by' Sara.
Spoonheim, J-Board chair, and Chris McDaniel. house senatdr .
..:.:= of JA. The proposal established an ad hoc committee On thlf.
Q,/ honor code which would be comprised of three members-and:
~ examine any issues pertaining to the Honor Code. The proposal
~ passed unanimously 26-0-0.
.~
The Assembly reviewed a draft of the issues project, which
they drafted during leadership \raining and the discussion will
continue next Thursday. The issues project will be voted on
within the next two weeks.
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Conn receives strong review from college guide
by Brett Goldstein
CO~NthoughtlVlewpolnt
Editor

Connecticut College received a
glowing report in the lastest issue
of the Fiske Insider's Guide to College.
The college received four stars in
academics, three stars in social life
and four stars in quality oflife. This
is out of a maximum of five stars.
The review discusses the wellrounded liberal arts program at
Connecticut College and also the
college's 'many excellent depart-

ments.
Receiving high praise were the
Fine Arts and Theater departments
which were labeled as "superb."
However, the math, music, and
child development departments received poor ratings from Fiske.
"Math seems to seems tc be the
school's weak point academically
and students report that music and
child development are also weak,"
said Fiske's report.
The comments regarding the
child development department
evoked a response from Amity
Simons, a child development major.
"I just don't like the things that
they're saying about the Child Development department.
They're
being unfair to the professors.

They're worth taking classes with,"
she said.
Simons also commented that
"lhey are going to accent the positive points of the college."
Fiske touched on the various aspects of diversity on campus, discussing'SOAR, (Students Organized Against Racism), and Umoja.
According to Fiske, "The living
accommodations are the finest to be
found anywhere." The guide also
noted that the plex "is far from

pretty, but very fun and convenient,"
Other noted aspects of the review
were comments on Floralia week-

end and the "gorgeous beaches
within 20 minutes of campus."
The review also mentioned the
dilemma that some graduates have
had.

"For some students who are comfortably nestled in these picturesque surroundings, perhaps the
realities of post-graduation life will

Excel than [about] my whole education."
Mordy continued. "I'm sure they
would notice if Ldidn't have it [an
education] but since I do, they ignore it. I developed as a person a
lot ... atConn,and that ismore than
any job experience is going to give
me."
One should bear in mind when
reading the Fiske guide that Ted
Fiske's wife is a Connecticut College graduate.

strike them rather abruptly.
However,
David Mordy, an
alumnus who currently works for
General Electric at a computer help
center says "It's pretty much on
target."
Mordy added "I haven't yet been
asked anything about my education
at Conn College. I run into to
people expecting computer skills
and work experience. There is a
catch-n, I've been to an interview
where they cared more that I knew

Conn outdoor program encourages bonding
by Tara Brasslll
Design Edllor Voice Magazine

They might not have had
watches, mirrors or showers, but
the freshmen who participated in
this year's Connecticut Outdoor
Orientation Program have plenty
of warm memories and funny stories to tell about their experiences in
the wilderness.
The COOP program is designed
to allow first-year students the opportunity, through participation in
wilderness activities, to bond together and make acquaintances in
their freshman class before the first
day of campus-based orientation.

These students arrive on campus
before their other classmates and
travel to the Great Hollow Wilderness School in New Fairfield, Connecticut for four days of intensive
outdoor activity.
Activities are geared toward
small and large group interaction
and range from spelunking and canoeing to high ropes courses.
The 100 students who elect to
take part in this program are broken
down into smaller groups of ten or
eleven, each headed by a Conn link,
an upperclass student wi th previous
COOP experience. These students
serveas group leaders and facilitators.

Typical COOP mornings are
early (6a.m.) and nights are spent in
camping in lean-tos or platformstyle tents. The menu consists of
spaghetti, macaroni and cheese,
burritos • and oatmeal, and is
cooked and carried by the participants. Senior Joel Kress, one of this
year's Connlinks, held a spaghetti
sauce
contest
with
fellow
Conn links Jon Alegranti and Alex
Farkas, both Connecticut College
seniors, and their respective
groups. "The food was great," according to freshman Jamie Myer,
who had such a good experience he
is considering
becoming
a
Coanlink for next year's program.

Freshman Jess Aguiar chose to
take part in the program because
she wanted to avoid feeling uncomfortable meeting her classmates for
the first time on campus.
The "intense" outdoor living experience is conducive to close and
lasting friendships and offers a diverse range of activities, whether it
be backrubs and warm fuzzies or
the running dip to cool off after a
Jog.
Freshman Amy Ross feels that
her participation in the program
gave her a "head start" on campus
orientation in that she has already
gouen to know many of her classmates.
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NEWS
Hampton to sit on student trustee committee
Structural changes for both student and faculty trustee liaison meetings
by April Ondis
News Editor

It was announced at a meeting of
the board of trustees last spring that
student-trustee
liaison commitee
meetings, and faculty-trustees liaison commitee meetings will undergo structural changes as of this
year.
Robert Hampton, dean of the college, will now lake part in StudentTrustee liaison committee meetings. In addition, Stephen Loomis,
provost and dean of the faculty, will
now participate in meetings of the
faculty-trustee
liaison committee
meetings.
Historically,
both committee
meetings have functioned without

the presence of mem bers of the administration.
According to John Evans, chair
of the board of uustees, the changes
are a result of the board's efforts 10
make the comrnitees function more
efficiently. He said with the dean of
the college, and the dean of the
faculty present at meetings of the

cornmnees, questions or concerns
which arise will be answered or
discussed more knowledgeably.
Evans said that the presence of the
deans will ensure that the "facts will
be present, or that the facts can be
gotten at," during meetings.
The trustees have long been concerned that students and faculty
members do not take their concerns
to the administration before they

present them to trustees members
of the commitees.
"[Having the dean of the college
and provost/dean of the faculty
present at liaison commitee meetings) is a matter of trying 10 allow
the administration to function correctly at a time in the history of the
United Stales which is very diffiCUll for liberal arts colleges," said
Evans.
Evans went on to emphasize that
the board of trustees has a certain
role and responsibility to the college which is separate and distinct
from the role of the administration.
"There seems to be a misunderstanding that the trustees manage

the college, We expectthe administration to manage the college [on a

daily basis]. We expect the faculty
and students to have a collegial relarionship which includes the administration," said Evans.
Last October's student-trustee

tion," said Evans.
Evans continued, clarifying the
distinction between the role of the
board of trustees and the role of the
administration. "[Daily manage-

"""================

liaison commiuee
meeting was considered
to be
troublesome
by

'There seems to be a misunderstanding that the trustees manage
the college. We expect the administration to manage the college [on a
daily basis}, We expect the faculty
and students to have a collegial
relationship which includes the
administration. '

trustees, members

of the administration, and students
alike.
Members of the
Minority Student
Steering
Commitee spoke
at that meeting
about the lack of
minority
faculty
members
at the
college, the small number of professors who teach in the africana
studies major, and the possibility

- John Evans, chair of the
Board of Trustees

merit of thecollege J is not [the trustees')job. They have othcr rcsponsibilities to the future of the college.
I can't see why there shouldn't be
that some minority students would
the dean of the college or the protransfer or study away at schools
which are more open. to vost present at these meetings.
"I don't want the students to
multiculturalism, or have more dithink that whenever you have a
verse student bodies.
Some members of the board of problem you don't go the to administration and the mechanisms that
trustees and the administration
are in place. you go to the trustees
have said that me meeting repreinstead. Preserving collegiality is
K sen led a lack of communication
< between students and the adminis- very important," said Evans.
There is some concern among
tration, since students went directly
trustees mal meetings between students and trustees, and faculty and
trustees, without the presence of
administration members, is something
unheard
or at other
trustees
present, and left the
eolleges."Regular
meetings beadrninstration
to try to educate
themselves about the problem at tween faculty and students and
trustees arc almost unique to Conhand after the commitee meeting
nccticut College, in the United
took place.
States," said Evans.
Although not the major reason
"'rYe are interested in what the
[or the commitcc restructuring,
Evans said that "that [meeting) cer- faculty and students arc thinking.
The way the commitees are structainly was a factor" in the decision
tured now with the dean of the colto restructure the commilees.
"One thing that disturbs me is lege and dean of the faculty [and
having genuinely unnecessary bur- provost] present, we want the studens put on the administration at a dents and faculty 10 address issues
time like this. When things arc as they see them. issues that move
the college in the direction of its
raised to trustees and the students
don't have all ihcfacts, it wastes the vision," said Evans.
Evans defined the,college's
vitime of the administration. Whatsion, saying [it] is to remain in the
ever studenlS say to the trustees,
Lhey're only saying il so Lhat the front line of the liberal arts colleges
in the Uniled Stales."
trustees will say it to theadministra·
It

~iJ~

" :;~~~~::~::::~~::::::~

Student Activities Fair
Thursday, September 9
3-6 p.m.
College Center Loft

-Over 75 clubs and organizations·
-Vendors-Music, food and soda•
-Door prIzes-

'Jr ihl ® (C $:IIllID ® n
IHI ®$:I]ndl

0

0

0

"/'m elephant happy and hippopotamus proud."
_ Reverend Benjamin Watts, using "big words" to illustrate his
education during his address at Convocation.
"We deserve a beer for going through that."
-

a frcsh!nan overheard after registration.

UDon't quole me on this, but .... "
- Jon Finnimore, publisher of The College Voice Publishing
GrouJ.'.
"Mountain Dew is so good. One could bathe in il."
- News EdiLor April Ondis, during anoLher extra-long production
day
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7 Day Sale!! Tuesday, Sept. 7 -Tuesday,
Cups
olee
o Taps
o Tubs
o

All
Your
. Keg
Beer
Needs •••
GRANO SPIRIT SHOP II
GROTON SQUARE AT. 12

.

(NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP)

0

131 POQUONNOCK

RD.

hN~;~
;~o~~s
MART

.... '044
~~~..-=r~1"I'T".p...

CASE SALE
,

Sept. 14

.......""" .............
,...,;"""'5"

CASE SALE

KEG SALE-'

MEISTER BRAU

;'rf"'

BUSCH
Reg: & Light.

o~~~~:SA::::::;~

24-12 OZ. CANS

olll.WAUIlEES

BEST S38.99
IIOUI '49.99
o MR.LER BEll.
DRAFT'49.99
° MIllERHIGHLIFE $2~.99
1/
oMILWAUKEESBEST
$23.99
/4
0 BUSCH BEER
$26.99

-.

o COORS

-NATURAL

LIGHT

KEGS

$999
2-12 PK CANS

-cCOORS
. All Types
24-12

oz. CANS

$1399
o SCHAEFER

& LIGHT

!ii" ..,."'.

• MILLER HIGH UFE
24-12 OZ. CANS

0111I1601

IIIIlSI UTELOOSE
• 24-16OZ. CANS

$11'
$899
• GOlOEII ANI.

24-12 oz. CANS

..
WHISKEY

VODKA
SMIRNOFF 80" 1.75L
BURNETT'S 80" 1.75L
pOPOV 80" 1.75L
RIKALOFF 80" 1.75L
ABSOLUT 800 1.75L

GORDON'S 80" 1.75L
$13.99
SEAGRAMS 800 1.75L $13.99
GILBEYS 80" 1.75L
$13.99
GILBERTS
LONDON
DRY
lIll' 1.75L$11.99
BEEFEATER
GIN940 U5L $22.99
TANQUERAY
GIN94.6"1.75L$25.99
POLAND SPRING
GIN80' liter $6.99

$15.99
$12.99
$10.99
$9.99
$23.99

SCOTCH

RUM

VAT 69 GOLD 800 1.75 $17.99
CLANMACGREGOR
80' 1.75L$17 .99
DOW WHITE
LABEL
8&0 1.75L$30.99
TEACHERS 80"" 1.75L $24.99
CLAYMORE 80"" 1.75L $15.99
HIGHLANDER &LORD
80' 1.75L $15.99
PASSPORT 80" 1.75L
$17.99

COKE

!199..~

6-12 Oz. CANS
.

: DR. PEPPER
.7.uP

• RED ROSE ICE TEA

The College Voice

EACH~iRiil

'

I,

Coke & Diet Coke
12~6z.
CANS

.

BOURBON

I

BACARDI RUM 800 1.75L $16.99
RONCASTIllO 8001.75L $13.99
MY.GAYECUPSE
80" 1.75L $23.99
CAPT.
MORGAN
SPICED
70'1.75L$17.99
RONRICORUMS80" 1.75L$13.99
CARIBAYA8O"1.7SL
$12.99'
.

SEAGRAMS"7" 80" 1.75L $14.99
BLACK VELVET 80"" 1.75L $14.99
CANADIAN CLUB 800 1.75L$17.99
CANADIAN MIST 80" 1.75L $15.99
BEllOWSCLUBBlEND8001.75L
$12.99
CANADIAN
RESERVE
80" 1.75L $13.99

$6 99

•

.

TEN HIGH 80' 1.7S L
OLD CROW 80" 1.75L
WILD TURKEY 80" 1.75L
OLD
KENTUCKY
TAVERN
8001.75L
. EARLYTIMESSOO1.75L

$19.99
$13.99
$15.99

SOUTHER!l~OMFORT
8O".1.75L$17.99

24-12 OZ. CANS
• "PSI
• ILKI
. -lit. Irw

• IlIT PIPSI
• DIIUUCE
• DDT lit.DEW

_._.

EA",C'iIIH_

•

i~iiiiii;;; ~~

$12.99
$14.99

'$699

.

-ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Acoustic Junction
jams during Batch
Blast at the Quad
by Carly Schultz
A&E Editor

Freshman

orientation

got off'to a

great, and most definitely loud start
this school year with a performance
by Acoustic Junction, a Colorado
based band that rocked the Quad
Green on the night of August 29.
Their concert at Connecticut College was one of five outdoor shows
on their summer tour, and Mother
Nature seemed as happy to have
them playas the students did.
Within the over two and a half
hour show. Acoustic Junction's
acoustic sound and socially conscious lyrics blended into a musical
energy that kept everyone, even the
band's manager, dancing until the
end and asking for more.
The band made the most of the
small stage set on the lawn, using
speakers as tables on which to place

their bottles of Poland Spring and
turning the front of their Ryder
truck into a fine Tvshirt and record
stand, complete with colored lights
and a burning candle.
As first year students and a smat- §
teeing of returning ones danced and .~

convened for another school year, ~
the band delivered a set containing .~
songs from their newest release 3
"s urrounded by Change," as well '0-<:
as older songs from their two earlier 5'
works, "Love ItFor What It Is" and ~
"Shape of Things to Come."
~
Although people came and went ~
throughout the evening, a large
crowd dominated the green a well
as the baleonies of the Quad dorms,
where students could be seen
watching the proceedings from
above. Reed Foehl (vocals and
rhythm guitar) kept the acoustic
sound strumming while Yoshiyuki
Aono (lead gu itar and mandolin) let

Freshmen and student leaders rocked with band, Acoustic Junction, during orientation event.

his strings layer into the sound.
Curtis Thompson's (vocals and
bass) lower notes helped form the
backbone of Acoustic Junction' s
music, as well as adding his voice
to the band's distinctive vocal harmonies.

Matt Coconis (drums) gave an
amazing performance that included
an outstanding drum solo around

10:30 p.m,
Tim Roper (vocals, keyboards,
flute, harmonica, and fiddle) managed to juggle all his instruments,

playing them all with equal talent
and energy, 10 the delight of many
within the crowd. When talking to
Roper, this was something I just
had to comment on. After delivering a shan anecdote about trying
many different instruments personally and quitting almost as many, I
asked how he managed to keep up
with and play so many different
instruments.

"My

mother was a piano
is Roper's answer. He
learned the violin in grade school
and the harmonica and Ilatc in junior high and high school. According to Roper, the band plays for
colleges frequently in the spring
and fall, playing to the whole
school and also smaller shows at
fraternity parties. On the whole,
however. he enjoys playing to
larger groups more than small
group parties. To answer the question of where the band got their

teacher,"

BAYOU

88 O.CEAN I?VENUE. NEW LONDON. CT

Annually Awarded as

BBQ & GRILL
255 Broad Street
New London, CT

443-4412
Pan Blackened Fish o'r Chicken,
Lime Cilantro Chicken, or Grill
vegetable platter.
Includes your choice of any two of
our side dishes.

$

7 .95 Tue., Wed., Thur.,
Lunch
Tues.- Fn. 11-2
Dinner Tues.-Sun. 5 until I
1

MINUTE

FROM

CONNECTICUT'
COLLEGE

Breakfast 'til4pm daily
Open 7am -lOpm 7 days a week
Try Our Salad Bar!
566 Coleman Street "New London, CT

"BEST PIZZA IN S.B:
CONNECTICUT"
MENU SAMPLINGS
PIZZA: Eggplant, Chicken,
Anchovy, Hawaiian, Artichoke,
Shrimp, and Spinach.
Fresh Seafood, Lasagna, Chicken
Wings, Chicken Rotisserie,
Mousaka, Fresh Salads, Gyros,
Ribs, and
MUCH MUCH MORE !!!!
WE DELIVER PARTY ORDERS
(5+ LARGE PIES)

443·0870
15% DISCOUNT WITH
COLLEGE I.D.
Directions: Downtown New London on Bank
Street, left onto Ocean Ave.

WAnYfO!

Work study students for
internships In the College
Relations Office and Sports
Informatton Office. Earn
money while you learn about
publications
and media
relations! Must be mature,
responsible and enthusiastic.
Writing experience a pins.
Call Joe SUveslriat ext. 2505.

1

name, Roper threw the question

"We like the word 'junction.!" he
announced, "the coming together

of us, the band, the music." And the
word acousucz

"We had no drums

at the time we got the name." After
acknowledging
that drums are
acoustic, "probably the oldest instrument in the world." supplied
Roper, Fochl just grinned and went
back to his puttering.
The band's future looks, at the
least. very busy. They will be heading out to Los Angeles. in September to do some recording. At this
point, the band already has three
songs. What that will turn into is
unknown. What is known is that
Acoustic Junction will be out this
way again in the ncar future, for, in
the words of Roper, "We're in this
for the long haul."

Spring Break '94

Fred's Shanty

SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services is now hiring
campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849

Pequot Ave.
New London
• • ••• • •
Featuring: Fresh seafood
dinners, salads, deli sandwiches. gourmet coffee,
and desserts.
Open Daily 'tilllpm

The College Voice

to

Foehl, who was puttering around in
the back of the near-empty Ryder.
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
A guide to New London dining:

Here's where to go for good vittles
by Carli Schultz
A&E Editor and
Mchcllc Roynane
Associate A&E Editor

Had it with Harris, yet the Food
Court in the Crystal Mall is not
satisfying your culinary desires? If

you have access to a car or a few

bucks for a taxi, here are some alternatives:
Paul's

Paslil :

Fantastic food at a great price!
From the lobster ravioli to the spaghetti pie, Paul's offers some of the

that you know.
Location:
223

best Italian food around. Packaged
Fresh, homemade pasta and sauces
can also be purchased for cooking
at home as well.
Atmosphere: The restaurant 's lo-

Thames

St.,

Groton.
Jarnm's :
Jamm is offers a great variety of

Location:

in the warmer months. Perfect
when chowing down on one of
Paul's great cheesecake desserts.
The Faculty Factor: Reportedly
students have seen several faculty
members at various times, so be

from inexpensive lO expensive depending on what one orders. Light
snacks and sandwiches are offered
as well as full meals. They have
many pasta and seafood specialties
that are always good. Atmosphere:
There is not much of a view but the

prepared to see at least one or more

casual

surroundings

Coogan

Boulevard,

cream.
Atmosphere:
Not much ambiance, but clean and friendly. The

are quite

bal Style Cuisine'
So close youcan walk there! Don
Juan's combines foods from different countries around the world to
create a taste all its own. There is a
great selection of appetizers, some
of them downright
cheap. The
restaurant's main dish, the Combat
Platter, varies from night to nightas
iiconsists of whatever the chef feels
like cooking for that evening. Don
Juan's
is B,Y.O.B.,
convenient
with a package store right ncx t
door. Atmosphere: cozy, UOWII W
. the little curtains in the windows
and candles on the table. The Faculty Factor: Members of the Science Departments have been seen
more than once getting their foreign
culture by way of food.
Location: 403 Williams St., New

New ..York.Deli & Pizza
.....
,..

~.. .

~.

J

-

.

Route 32 - Quaker HillMini Mall
Quaker Hill, CT 06375
(203) 440-2511

London.
Margarita's:
This is the place to go when yo
want Mexican food. It is not inex
pensive, but it's worth the trip and
you can 'Lbcauhcfood.
Jt was vot
the best in Mexican food by Connecticut Magazine. Atmosphere:
Cozy and casual. In general a great
place for dining. The Faculty factor: A possibility. Location: Water

WELCOl\1E BACK
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE STUDENTS!!
New York Deli & Pizza are pleased to welcome back all Connecticut College
Students. We hope you enjoyed a very pappy and successful year. We would liketo remind you that we are only 2 miles North on Route 32. Free Delivery is only a
phone call away at 440-2511.
CLIP AND SAVE WIm

YOUR COlVIPLIMENTARY

--------

r-

1 LARGE 16" PIZZA WITH

1

2 LARGE PEPSI'S FOR ONLY

$5.25
FREE DELIVERY

1440-2511

r-----1
1
1

.

WITH 2 LARGE PEPSrS AND 2 LARGE
I BAGS OF POTATO CHIPS FOR ONLY

I FREE

9130/93

I 440-2511

.. _---440-2511

DELNERY

-----T----I

OFFER EXPIRES

9130/93

OFFER EXPIRES

_9~0/~

440-2511

------------

1
1
I

NEW

YORK STYLE CALZONES
DEUVERY

I

Rosie's:
Rosie's is simply someplace that
every Conn student has to go. IL is
definitely inexpensive. The later at
night, the better it is and the coffee
is indestructible. You can do whatever you want and it will still taste
good. Jt'sadinerin
the bcst senscof
the word right down La the chrome.
Atmosphere: You really have to go
and see for yourself. The Faculty
Factor: Most unlikely considering
the hour most Conn. students fre-

I

$1.50 OFF OUR FAMOUS

I FREE

I

I

I
I
I

DEUVERY

$9.95

OFFER EXPIRES

1 SMALL 10" CHEESE PIZZA WITH
1 LARGE PEPSI fOR ONLY

I
IFREE

I ANY LARGE 16",2 TOPPING PIZZA

I

St., Mystic.
India Mahal:
Terrific Indian cuisine. An offering of entrees, salads and buffet of
Tandoori Indian food. Entrees can
be ordered in extra mild, mild, medium and hot levels of spiciness.
Food is also available for take-out,
Atmosphere: It could be better.
Decorations are sparse. but with an
unfinished look instead of perhaps
a minimalist one. Very pink.
The Faculty Factor: No reports of
faculty sightings, but the faculty
themselves have been heard discussing meals and conversations
they have had there. Location: 203
Gold Star Highway (rt. 184).

BACK' COUPONS!

--T-----------

1
1
1

'WELCOME

'/11

Steak Lof!:
The food is excellent and affordable. You can easily enjoy a meal
for under fifteen dollars, which is
notbad for a steak place. In addition
to their many steak and seafood
offerings, they also have an excellent salad bar. Atmosphere:
It's a
lillie crowded because of its popularity but overall i! is a casual place
for dining. The Faculty Factor:
Never seen any here either but you
never
know.
Location:
aide
Mistick Village, Mystic.
Don Juan's International
Com-

Mystic.
D' Angelo's:
One of Connecticut
College's
take-out choices, D'Angelo's
offers submarine
sandwiches,
pita
pockets,
salads, chips and ice

meals. Prices can range anywhere

cation offers a great view of the
Thames river, with outdoor sealing

Faculty Factor: ditto. Location:
Bank St., New London.

pleasant. There is also a lounge that
serves food until midnight. The
Faculty Factor: To this point there
have been no reported .sightings.

OFFER EXPIRES

1
1
1
1

-,- 9130193
- - - - -1
...J
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SPORTS
Schmoozing with Josh and the Donut

Welcome back, sports fans!
time he actually paid for a beer
anyway.
and
Teddy Heintz
Another popular rumor has the
The Ceuege Voice
Donut lured baclc to the home of
Welcome back to another glori- Bob Thomas to complete his unfinous year at Camp Conn. Having ished summer painting contracts.
taken thereins from Dobs and Pops, Thomas was overheard selling a
you now will take pleasure in read- glorious weekend in Connecticut
with promises of, " ... seven dollars
ing about NFC East football,
Phillies Baseball, men'srugby, and an hour, I'll buy the beer and barbethe pedophilic behavior of our cue for Saturday night, and we can
friends. This first article is a basic watch the Jets game on my big
introduction to the new men behind screen T.V." Only watching senior
the •machine'
known
as Jed Low clean his infamous room
could possibly be more exiting.
schmoozing.
Returning students might wonFor the record, this first article
der
why we chose this particular
was almost entirely composed by
name for the column. Well, the
Josh. The Donut (a.k.a. Teddy
Heintz) was supposedly vacation- Donut (yes, we realize the spelling
is not correct) is actually also a
ing in Nantucket for the weekend.
rapper. For those who do not reRumor has it that the increased
pitcher prices in the bar drove him member, his exhibition in the celinto a near frenzy and caused his ebrated group NRP (New Ruthless
boycott of weekend campus activi- Posse) was a performance to reties. Then again, this may not be the member. Donut does not necessarcase. We can't remember the last ily reflect his portly appearance,
by

Josh

Levine

rather his affinity for the baked
goods chain that bears a similar

name.
We entertained a variety of
names for Josh. A popular suggestion was 'The Cheetah', a descrip- i;
tion and state-of-rnind which re- ~
fleets his behavior at 80's parties. ~
We decided that this would just ~
cause more trouble than its worth .. 5
Anyone who would like a further ':;
explanation, just ask Mike Weed . .l!
He understands completely.

We could expatiate further on
football and baseball predictions or
other topical events but, for the sake
of brevity, we will conclude. Next
week, we will also include an intramural football preview and varsity
soccer report. In closing, Josh
would like to acknowledge that
ebullient, yet bellicose sophomore
(he knows who he is) who took such
great pride in administering refreshments on Saturday night with
such alacrity and blithe aplomb.

Intramural sports program under way
by

Jon Ffnnlmore
Publisher

One of the strongest aspects of
social life at Connecticut College is
the intramural sports department,
Each year, hundreds of students,
faculty, and administrators participate in the varied and exciting programs offered by the intramural department.
The department offerings are designed to attract and involve as
many participants from the college
community as possible. Last year
over 850 students participated in
intramural sports.
According to the intramural department, "The main objective of
the intramural program at Connecticut College is to encourage and
provide an opportunity for all students, faculty, and staff 10 participate in events that will enhance
their experiences at the college. The
underlying attitude encouraged in
these events is one of health, fitness,
sportsmanShip, and a positive com-

teams, where the size of the team
petitive environment."
and the fun is unlimited.
Most of the programs are comIn addition, two tournaments are'
pletely student-run. A few students
going to be held, a three-an-three
have the privilege of serving as
basketball tournament and a coed
commissioners, who arc responbeach volleybalilournament. Signsible for overseeing scheduling,
up
for the hoops tournament runs
rules interpretations, and the selecfrom October 25 to November 3,
tion and scheduling of student offiwith the one-day donble-eliminacials and statisticians.
tioneventscheduledforNovember
In an interview last year, Fran
6 in the Charles Luce Fieldhouse.
Shields, director of intramurals and
Teams for the volleyball competimen's lacrosse coach •said. "We not
tion are comprised of two men and
only attempt to provide an emotwo women, with matches being
tional and physical outlet, we want
best two out of three to fifteen.
to build bridges connecting the enSign-ups run from October 8-21,
tire campus community."
with the two day extravaganza in
The intramural year is divided
the new outdoor "beach" set for
into four sections: Fall I and II and
October 23 and 24.
Spring I and II. Leagues scheduled
As always, The College Voice
for the first season include flag footwill
provide weekly coverage of
ball, 6-a-side soccer, team tennis.
intramural
events and league
The sign-up periods for these
standings
in
the "Intramural Upleagues ends September 10, so sign
date."
If
you
have any questions
up quickly. Play begins on Septemabout
the
programs
offered, please
ber 14 and 15 and runs until the
contact
Shields
at
(203)
439-2564
second week in November. Teams
can be open teams, which are lim- or Eric Filler, the intramural intern,
at (203) 439-2549.
ited to a roster of 14, or can be dorm

Men's soccer team Is bound for excitement this year, with the hopes that

their talent wlIl take them to the NCPAA tournament.

Men's soccer team is
heading for victory
Spear said. "Right from the very
first practice he was talking and
getting things going."
The Camels will be anchored this
season by a very strong senior class.
Spear will return as sweeper, controlling the backfield ashe did all of
last season. With him at the defensive end will be Bobby Driscoll
who emerged last year as one of
toughest and hardest working defenders on theteam.
In the midfield co-captain Nthato
Mokonane will work with Stefan
Cantu-Stille to work the ball into
the crease where Chris Melchior
and Brendan Gilmartin
will be
counted on to knock the ball in the

by Dan Levine

The College Voice

Confidence abounds as the defending ECAC champion Con-

necticut College men's soccer team

takes to the field this season. With a
solid core of returning players and
some fresh, young talent, this
year's squad is looking stronger
than ever, and talk of a repeat or
even a trip to the NCAA tournamcnt is not far from anyones lips.
"Our goal is to play day by day up
to our expectations," head coach
Bill Lessig said. "We have a lot of
skill our there and this is a ehampionship caliber team."
The Camels lost four solid play- net.
According to Lessig, this year's
ers to graduation last year, though
squad
is different in style than last
the biggest hole was undoubtedly
year's.
Offensively the Camels will
left in goal by Division III Player of
be
much
more attack oriented as
the Year Matt Hackl. Hackl played
they
are
more
skillful in controlling
beyond everyone's wildest irnagithe
ball
up
front.
Defensively, to
nation and his shoes will be nearly
help
Hudner
see
plays
unfold more
impossible to fill. Not many keepeasily
in
front
of
him,
the Camels
erscanclaim to have allowed only
will
aim
to
keep
their
opponents
II goals in 17 contests during one
attacks
running
through
the
middle
phenomenal season.
Junior Tom Hudncr will be the rather than allowing them to run the
Camels starting goalie in the season flanks and cross the ball into me
opener in a few weeks and though crease.
This should be another exciting
he does not have much game expeyear
for the men' s soccer team.
rienee in net at the Division 1lI
This
is the first year that the
level, his coach and teammates
NESCAC
schools are eligible for
have a great deal of confidence in
NCAA
tournament
play and with
him.
the
talent
this
learn
possesses, the
"Tom is taking control out
sky is the limit.
there," senior co-captain Peter

,-----_.:...------'-------'~-----~

Please Recycle
The College Voice
FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPSI
.Raise as Much as You
Want In One Week!
$100 ••. $600.,.$1500!
Mad AppI'.'

'Jilr VISA.

MAS'I1!RCARD,Ma.
AMOCO,""- CaDforyour
FREE T-SHlRTIIId"'quaIify
Jilr FREE TRIP '" MTV

A Stitch in Time:
- BOUTIQUECLOTHING - JEWELRY
BEADS - TAPESTRIES
OPEN

7 DAYS

A WEEK

27 west milin street
mystic, connecticut
06355
(203) 536-1943

SPRING BREAK '94.
CaD 1-800-950-1039, at. 75,

...
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SPORTS
Fall highlights set standards for new season
by Matt BurstelD

Assodate Sports EdItor

It is hard to believe that ten
months have passed sinee the Conn
men's soccer learn won their first
ever ECAC championship.
Well,
maybe not that hard to believe. But
it has been a while since the cross
country, field hockey, soccer, rowing, and volleyball teams took to
the field, water, court, or whatever
they took to. S inee the fall of 1992
was as memorable for the Conn
athletic department as it was for Bill
Clinton, it deserves another look
before the teams begin play again.
Since everyone will soon be up to
their baseball hats in reading, here
is the quick, easy-to-read,
condensed, Cliff-Notes-type version of
the 1992 fall season.
CrQSS Countrv:
The University
of Southern
Maine may not rank up there with
Yale, Stanford, and CQnnecticut
CQllege as Ihe nation's mQst prestigious and well known institutions

of higher learning, but the Camel
runners have nothing but Ihe highest respect for USM. It was on that
campus auhe New England Championships that the women's team
rolled to a sixth place finish out of
38 teams, and Ihemen finished 151h
out of 34 schools. Katie McGee
qualified for Ihe nationals by placing eighth wilh time of 18:44, and
along with Jennichelle
Devine,
made Ihe All New England Team.
Bob Stack led the way for the men
by finishing 491h overall with a
time of 27:46, and Craig Morrison
and Martin Lund also fared well,
placing 54th and l04th respectively.

Conn's trip to the post-season was
brief.as Ihey lost to Smith 1-0 in the
first round, that could not cloud a
successful year. Seniors Carter
Wood and Sarah Ball provided
leadership,
and junior
goalie
Kristin Nebbes provided the best
last line of defense, with a goals
against average of 1.12.

a

Field Hockey:
If you knows whether the best
offense is a good defense or the best
defense is a good offense, you probably also know why-you shouldn't
look a gift-horse in the mouth. Regardless.the Camels used a srnothering defense, stingy goal lending,
and no horses to finish wilh an 8·7
record and an ECAC bid. Although

Men's Soccer:

After opening the season with an
8-1 trouncing of Assumption, the
Camels did not taste defeat until the
29th of October, when Eastern
Connecticut blemished their perfeet record with a 2-0 victory. Triumphs
over
Brandeis
and
Middlebury put the Camels in the
finals against Williams. Sixty minutes were not enough to decide the
champion, but Chris Melchior did
not mind working overtime. His
goal forty minutes into overtime
made the Camels champs, but Ihey
would not have gonen there without the stingy goal tending of senior
net-minder Matt Hackl, who al·

Boston. At the Head of the Charles
race in October
Sarah Perle ins,
Erica Buck, Peggy Wilherell, Kelly
Grady, Emily Sheehan, Jessica
Archibald, Kalhryn Gunzelman,

lowed a mere 11 goals the entire
season.
Women's Soccer:
An up-and-down season finally

Erica Marvin, and coxswain

came to a close in the first round of
the ECAC tournament Although a
3-0 loss to Williams on the final
game of the regular season made
the chances of post-season play
look unlikely, their play still merited a #6 seed in the ECAC's. A41 loss to Babson in the first round
left the Camels with a 7-7-1 record
in the final season for senior cocaptains Jeri Leonard and Anne
Palmgren. Palmgren stopped 140
shots and posted a fantastic 85%
save percentage.

Maki

Ushiba combined to take first place
in the woman's club eight division.

In front of more than 150,000 spectators, the rowers made Conn history by finishing the three and a half
mile course in 17:58.9 minutes,

RQwing:
When the name Charles is mentioned, various people may come to
mind. Charles Barkeley. Charles
Manson. Charles in Charge. But

when that word is uuered to a member of the women's varsity crew
team, the Qnly image tQ CQme into
their minds will be a cenain river in

VQlleyball:
The women's volleyball team
and Barry Bonds have a lot more in
common than one might think,
even though the Camels cannot
quue match Bonds's salary. Unfortunately, like the baseball superstar, they disappeared in the postseason, losing three matches in the
NESCAC Tournament to end Iheir
season at 22-6- J. Yet also like
Bonds, Conn had a phenomenal
regular season, setting a new school
record with Iheir win toml and doubling their victory out-put from Ihe
previous season.

CALL: 443·00210r

stop by 721 Bank Street
Free Delivery: HAM to 9 PM Monday thru Sunday
HAM to 8PM Sunday

PITA
POKKET

COLD CUTS

Enjoy lettuce, sliced tomato, onion, pickle, hot peppers, oil, mustard,
ketchUp or mayonnaise on any of our sandwiches at no extra charge!
PITA
POKKET

SMALL
SUB

MEDIUM
SUB

LARGE
SUB

MEDIUM
SUB

SMALL
SUB

ITALIAN
CAPICOLA I CHEESE
HAM & CHEESE
HAM, SALAMI I CHEESE

LARGE
SUB

..
.
_ .
.

$2.60
2.55
2.85
2.85

$2.60
2.85
2.85

2.65

'3.45
'.50
3.50
3.50

$5.10
5.20
5.20
5.20

$3.85

'5.70

BACON

BEEF
STEAK-PLAIN OR ONION
STEAK I PEPPERS
STEAK I MUSHROOMS
STEAK I CHEESE
NUMBER I COMBO

'2.90
3.10
3.10
3.20
3.45.

,..............................

, 2,90
3.10
3.10
3.20
3.45

'3.85
4.15
4.15
4.25
4.60

'5.70
6.10
6.10
'6.20
6.80

3.90

5.80

3.25
3.50
3.45
3.85
3.50

4.80
5.20
5.10
5.60
5.20

BLT & MELTED CHEESE

$2.90

$2.90

..

CLUB SANDWICHES
Make any sa~h

• club t7j adding slices 01bacon for only 40e I sict

lean stoal(, sweet peppers, onions, mushrooms and wMe American cheese
STEAK O'lITE POKKET
ROAST BEEF
ROAST BEEF O'lITE
HAMBURGER
CHEESEBURGER
MEATBALL
MEATBALtl
MELTED CHEESE
PASTRAMI
·....

2.90.,
2.15
2.15.,
2.45
2.65

.

.
.
.

2.95
~.95 .,
2.45
2.65
2.60
2.90
2.65

POULTRY

~~:~~ o:U:ii:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ' ~:: .,

'3.05
3.05 .,
3.05
3.45

CHICKEN SALAD
3.05
STIR FRY CHICKEN
3.45
STIR FRY CHICKEN O'LITE
3.35"
Chicken treast chunks, sweet-peppers, mushrooms and onion.
Choice of melled cheese, terfiaki, barbecue, sweel & sour or honey mustard sauce.

SEAFOOD
TUNA FISH SALAD
SEAFOOD SALAD

$2.75
3.25

'2.75
3.25

VEGETARIAN
VEGETARIAN CLASSIC
'2.90
$2.90
SWeet peppers, mushrooms, onions melled American and Provolone cheese.
VEGETARIAN O'LITE POKKET
:..................................
2.80"
GREEK POKKET
2.85

"

'4.05

Our salads are made fresh daily. Each served with choice of Greek, Ute Italian, Pepper
Parmesan, Creamy Italian, or oil and vinegar dressings and fresh-baked Syrian bread.
For Heal!hy D'Utes salads, choose ei!her fat-free Raspberry or Cranberry Vinaigrette
dressings. Healthy DUes salads are served without banana peppers.

'1.00

TOSSED SALAD • Iceberg lettuce, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, Green Bel Peppers, Bermuda Onions.
Brocr..oli, Carrots and BanaOl Peppers

4.05
4.60

.................•....

.

$2.85

•. 00

'.60

ANTIPASTO.

Slices 01 Genoa Salami, Imported Ham, capicola, Pepperoni, Provolone Cheese and
.
$3.40

Black 01iv!s served on our tossed salad

GREEK SALAD· Our most popular! Fela Cheese and Black Ol~es served on our tossed salad,
plus our special Greek Dressing
.
.

'3.65
4.30

GREEK SALAD wtth TUNA

'5.40

TUNA SALAOrrUNA
salad. ..
13.85

• Water packed While Tuna selVed on our Greek Salad .....

6.40

*-

SALAD O'lITE
..

ROAST BEEF SALADIROAST
lossed salad..

The ., irdicates !his selectiQn is part Qfour HEALTHYO'LITES menu. These
menu items are lower illfat, chQlesteroi and sodium. Each sandwk:h is served
wilh lettuce, tQmatQand oniQn. Be sure tQsay O'L1TES when ordenng.

..$4.40

SALAD O'lITE
2 ounces 01 water pecl<ed While Tuna seNed on lossed
..
:.............
.
_.. $3.40

TURKEY SALADrrURKEY
salad..

'5.70

$3.40

-II: 3.25 ounces

01 fresh Tlrtey BreaSl selVed on iossed
... $4.50

BEEF SALAD O'lITE *.3.25 ounces 01 RoaSl BoeI SOlVed on
..

CHICKEN SALAOICHICKEN SALAD O'lITE *. 3.25 ounces 01 ChicI<.n B,.. st seNOd on
tossed seiad· served hoi OJ ookl
.

* Be

.,

.,

$4.50

.,

.....$4.50

.,

SUfO 10 say O'LITES when onlering
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Are you creative?
Do you like to write?
Do you take pictures?
Do computers enthrall you?
Do you n_eed friends?
An interesting hobby?
A purpose in life?

We could be jus.t what
y~u have been Iooking for!.
.

VER KNOW lWI1L
It

There are lots of positions available on both the
newspaper and magazine staffs, including editorial and production board positions Also
sorely needed are writers and photographers. ,
I

Please come to one of our information sessions on Tuesday, September 7,
and Tuesday, September 14, at 7 p.m.
Any questions, contact Jon Finnimore, Publisher, x3854
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